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about Tribe Dynamics

With social networks influencing consumer behavior more than ever, the success 

of brands is becoming increasingly dependent on digital word-of-mouth. Tribe 

Dynamics helps beauty, fashion, and lifestyle brands drive earned media, 

connecting the dots between influencer conversation and conversion. Our 

advanced marketing technology allows brands to identify and effectively manage 

relationships with scaled communities of high-impact content creators. Earned 

Media Value (EMV), our proprietary metric for measuring online engagement, 

enables brands to evaluate their social performance against the competitive 

landscape.

what is Earned Media Value?

Earned Media Value (EMV) is Tribe Dynamics’ prescribed metric that quantifies 

the estimated value of publicity gained through digital earned media and their 

respective engagement levels. Our holistic approach assigns a specific dollar 

value to each piece of content, based on the perceived value of digital word-

of-mouth to brands within the industry. EMV serves as a way to allow for 

benchmarking across marketing activities and across brands.

Posts from:

Influencers, Brands, Retailers, Publications

On platforms including:

Instagram, YouTube, Facebook, Pinterest, Twitter, Websites, Blogs

Measuring engagement via:

Comments, Tweets & Retweets, Favorites, Likes, Pins & Repins, Shares, Video Views
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Successful products make successful brands. With digital earned media proving 

an increasingly indispensable factor in a brand’s success, how do influencers 

contribute to the performance of individual products? What stands out about 

the most popular offerings, from the content that these products inspire, 

to the products themselves? For our Q2 2018 report, we took a closer look 

at beauty products that have performed exceptionally in the digital space, 

including longtime mainstays like Anastasia Beverly Hills’ Dipbrow Pomade, and 

new staples that have taken the world by storm (read, Fenty Beauty’s Pro Filt’r 

Foundation). We pored over hundreds of top YouTube videos to gain a detailed 

understanding of how influencers post about these top products. In addition, 

we investigated the active role that influencers have played in recent notable 

product launches, and revisited the tried-and-true realm of influencer  

product collaborations.

What Makes a Great Product?
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Top Products: 
What Do They Look 
Like Online?

It’s safe to say that consistently popular products are popular because they 

work: they’re concealers that don’t crease and mascaras that don’t clump. 

They’re items that are trusted, recommended, and easily repurchased. But 

beyond excellent quality, what other trends define the products that everyone 

raves about online? How do influencers talk about these favorites with their 

followers? To begin answering these questions, we determined the top 15 EMV-

driving Cosmetics brands between July 2017 and June 2018 (H2 2017 to H1 2018), 

and then analyzed the No. 1 EMV-driving products for each of these brands.
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No. 1 Products by EMV for Top 15 Cosmetics Brands

H2 2017–H1 2018

product emv BrANd emv
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NPD Product is featured on NPD Group’s list of top 50 revenue-generating prestige cosmetics products in 2017

Product appears on brand's e-commerce site as a bestseller•

Anastasia Beverly HillsDipbrow Pomade $1,174,989,854$278,423,143

TarteShape Tape Contour Concealer $596,838,539$99,636,748 •

BenefitPrecisely, My Brow Eyebrow Pencil $589,302,225$80,273,884 • NPD

Fenty BeautyPro Filt'r Soft Matte Longwear Foundation $380,261,809$78,142,927

Huda BeautyDesert Dusk Eyeshadow Palette $556,224,542$76,552,458

MorpheMorphe x Jaclyn Hill $600,431,602$74,565,591 •

MACLip Pencil $859,046,133$71,435,308

Kat Von D BeautyShade + Light Face Contour Palette $370,646,490$47,996,101 •

Too FacedBorn This Way Foundation $450,228,878$36,705,180 • NPD

NARSRadiant Creamy Concealer $272,138,254$31,212,646 • NPD

Urban DecayNaked Heat Eyeshadow Palette $478,913,363$26,335,884 • NPD

L'Oréal Paris (Cosmetics)Voluminous Lash Paradise Mascara $277,936,685$25,911,195

MaybellineFitMe Foundation $412,440,765$25,113,635

NYX Professional MakeupTotal Control Drop Foundation $618,332,960$25,023,162

ColourPopIluvsarahii x ColourPop $300,681,163$24,790,058

•

• NPD

Brow 2

Collaboration 2

Contour 1

Complexion 6

Eyeshadow 2

Lip Product 1

Mascara 1



Hello foundation, hello brows. Of the top 15 EMV-driving Cosmetics brands 

between H2 2017 and H1 2018, six had No. 1 EMV-driving offerings that were 

either foundation or concealer, both “everyday” complexion products. Anastasia 

Beverly Hills’ Dipbrow Pomade and Benefit’s Precisely, My Brow Eyebrow Pencil 

are both brow products, another “everyday” staple. The high EMV generated by 

these basic face and brow products can be attributed partly to their necessity 

and versatility in a wide range of content, from both “natural” and “glam” 

tutorials, to vlogs in which makeup is often not the focus.

The takeaway from this finding, of course, is not that brands should focus on 

developing or marketing complexion and brow products over products in other 

categories. (Eyeshadow, mascara, and contour were all categories represented 

among the No. 1 products as well.) Rather, brands should strive to make all of 

their products exceptional enough that influencers and followers want to use 

them everyday. In an analysis of the top 10 EMV-generating videos for each 

of the No. 1 products (posted between H2 2017 and H1 2018), we found that 

regardless of their product category, the No. 1 products were just as frequently 

mentioned in an “everyday” context as they were in a more occasion-focused 

context. Ultimately, if a product is good enough, the influencer will find a way 

to frequently post about it. And for brands releasing products already primed 

for daily use, like foundation, concealer, or setting powder, this is all the more 

reason to develop products that are high-quality and appeal to as many people 

as possible.

The Top Products Are ‘Everyday’ Products

If a product is good enough, the influencer will 

find a way to frequently post about it.
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How does EMV performance translate into sales performance for these top 

products? Of the top 15 EMV-driving Cosmetics brands, 11 feature a “bestsellers” 

page on their brand website. Nine of these 11 brands’ No. 1 EMV-driving products 

were included in these self-declared “bestsellers” roundups. Even more 

convincing: in prestige makeup sales data provided by the NPD Group, seven 

of the 10 highest EMV-driving prestige brands were represented in NPD’s list 

of 2017’s top 50 revenue-generating cosmetics products. Five of these seven 

brands—Anastasia Beverly Hills, Benefit, NARS, Too Faced, and Urban Decay—

had their No. 1 EMV-driving product featured in NPD’s list of top 50 products. In 

short, getting influencers to post about your brand’s products, whether through 

product sends or influencer word-of-mouth, has an impact on sales. 

Online Conversation Bolsters Best-Selling Products

Products co-created with influencers can command just as much success as 

traditionally developed products. Of the top 15 brands’ No. 1 products, two were 

influencer product collaborations, with the Morphe x Jaclyn Hill and Iluvsarahii 

x ColourPop collections snagging the top spot for their respective brands. In 

other words, two of the five mass and “masstige” brands that ranked in the top 

15 brands boasted influencer collaborations as their No. 1 product. (For those 

wondering why influencer collections are categorized as single “products”: 

though collaborations can include more than one product, influencers and 

publications typically refer to these collaborations as a single entity.) Too 

Faced’s No. 1 product, the Born This Way Foundation, recently involved a 

substantial element of influencer collaboration as well: YouTuber Jackie Aina 

partnered with the brand to develop nine new, more inclusive shades that 

launched in June 2018. 

Influencer Collabs Are as Popular as You Think 

Seven of the 10 highest EMV-driving  

prestige brands were represented in NPD’s list 

of 2017’s top 50 revenue-generating  

cosmetics products.
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A “hero product”—a brand’s version of a “holy grail” or “ride or die” product—is a 

product that your brand doesn’t want to live without, likely because influencers 

and their followers can’t live without it. Many, if not all, of these brands’ No. 1 

products could be considered one of their hero products: they’re the products 

that people can’t stop talking about. Case in point:

the hero product effect

H2 2017–H1 2018

No. 1 Products by EMV, Ambassador, and Post Share

emv AmBASSAdorS poStS

ShAre

Anastasia Beverly Hills

Dipbrow Pomade

Benefit

Precisely, My Brow Eyebrow Pencil

Tarte

Shape Tape Contour Concealer

Fenty Beauty

Pro Filt'r Soft Matte Longwear Foundation

Morphe

Morphe x Jaclyn Hill 

Huda Beauty

Desert Dusk Eyeshadow Palette

$1,174,989,854

$278,423,143

24%

14,136

4,764

34%

361,951

80,708

22%

25%

2,722

10,981

17%

$99,636,748

$596,838,539

15%

22,091

149,730

14%

1,617

11,588

14%

$80,273,884

$589,302,225

10%

15,165

149,178

34%

3,676

10,821

21%

$78,142,927

$380,261,809

18%

19,245

104,061

33%

2,583

7,855

14%

$76,552,458

$556,224,542

13%

16,333

122,442

39%

3,378

8,654

12%

$74,565,591

$600,431,602

16%

25,572

162,135

MAC

Lip Pencil

17%

3,094

18,739

8%

$71,435,308

$859,046,133

6%

15,367

257,653
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Hero products: they’re the products that 

people can’t stop talking about.

Too Faced

Born This Way Foundation

Kat Von D Beauty

Shade + Light Face Contour Palette

19%

1,766

9,461

13%

$47,996,101

$370,646,490

10%

10,666

110,924

16%

1,739

10,780

8%

$36,705,180

$450,228,878

6%

7,900

124,823

NARS

Radiant Creamy Concealer

16%

1,785

10,994

11%

$31,212,646

$272,138,254

8%

6,846

90,836

Urban Decay

Naked Heat Eyeshadow Palette

Maybelline

FitMe Foundation

L'Oréal Paris (Cosmetics)

Voluminous Lash Paradise Mascara

ColourPop

Iluvsarahii x ColourPop

NYX Professional Makeup

Total Control Drop Foundation

21%

2,930

14,039

5%

$26,335,884

$478,913,363

7%

12,597

169,969

16%

1,609

9,851

9%

$25,911,195

$277,936,685

9%

6,348

69,562

15%

1,740

11,691

6%

$25,113,635

$412,440,765

6%

7,809

120,465

8%

1,147

13,811

4%

$25,023,162

$618,332,960

3%

5,201

194,469

12%

999

8,479

8%

$24,790,058

$300,681,163

5%

4,872

102,732
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H2 2017–H1 2018

No. 1 Products by EMV, Ambassador, and Post Share

The No. 1 products of the top 15 Cosmetics brands were talked about a lot 

among influencers. The average EMV share of a No. 1 product was 13% of the 

total brand EMV. The average post share was 11% of the brand’s total posts, 

meaning that more than one in every 10 posts about a top-15 brand mentioned 

that brand’s No. 1 product. Anastasia Beverly Hills’ Dipbrow Pomade exhibited 

the largest post share of the set: nearly one in every four posts that tagged 

Anastasia Beverly Hills included the cult-favorite brow product. Powerhouse 

blogger Tati Westbrook (Tati on YouTube, 4.3M subscribers), for example, was a 

consistent contributor to the Dipbrow Pomade’s EMV and post count, creating 

five of the product’s top 10 EMV-driving YouTube videos. Though none of these 

videos explicitly reviewed or otherwise spotlighted the Dipbrow Pomade, her 

consistent inclusion of the product in the “Makeup Worn” section of her posts 

underscored the Dipbrow Pomade’s quality and its integral role in her daily 

routine. (Within the top 30 EMV-driving Cosmetics brands, Laura Mercier’s No. 1 

product also saw standout figures, with the Translucent Loose Setting Powder 

achieving a 36% EMV share and 30% post share.) 

In terms of community share, an average of 21% of ambassadors (about one in 

five) who talked about a top-15 brand mentioned the brand’s No. 1 product in at 

least one post, and for Anastasia Beverly Hills, Fenty Beauty, and Morphe, this 

ratio rose to about one in every three ambassadors. 

The average EMV share of a 

No. 1 product was 13% of the 

brand’s total EMV.

Tati Westbrook wears L’Oréal Paris’ Lash Paradise Mascara, 

Kat Von D Beauty’s Shade and Light Contour Palette, and 

MAC’s Lip Pencil—all No. 1 products—while unboxing PR 

gifts with her husband, James.

Average No. 1 Product

Average Top 15 Brand

13%

$66,807,861

$529,227,551

21%

2,370

11,459

11%

17,115

152,729

emv AmBASSAdorS poStS

ShAre
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what can hero products do for your brand?

Brands can definitely have more than one hero product, and the most powerful 

hero products often become the influencer community’s go-to reference for 

their product category. In addition to cementing Too Faced’s playful personality, 

the Better Than Sex Mascara, whose original, non-waterproof version ranked as 

the brand’s No. 2 EMV-driving product between H2 2017 and H1 2018, remains 

a holy-grail mascara in the influencer community. Better Than Sex’s $31.0M 

EMV total made it the highest-earning mascara across the top 15 Cosmetics 

brands. With this kind of category-leading, standard-setting performance, it’s 

no surprise, then, that the only mascara in the list of No. 1 products from the 

top 15 brands—L’Oréal Paris’ Voluminous Lash Paradise Mascara—is widely 

spoken about in tandem with Better Than Sex. Influencers have often called 

Lash Paradise a “dupe,” or less expensive version, of the Too Faced favorite, 

underscoring the desirability of both mascaras.

Become the Product Standard

Fenty Beauty, launched less than a year ago, wouldn’t be what it is without 

the Pro Filt’r Soft Matte Longwear Foundation. We discuss the foundation’s 

galvanizing effect in more depth on page 18, but ultimately, its inclusive 

40-shade range helped accelerate a monumental flood of conversation among 

influencers, who challenged brands to match the Fenty Beauty standard. Pro 

Filt’r made Fenty Beauty a need-to-know name in beauty even before the brand 

was available in stores. It also primed future Fenty Beauty offerings for success: 

though it didn’t launch until September 2017, Fenty Beauty still secured a spot 

in the top 15 EMV-driving beauty brands between H2 2017 and H1 2018. 

Jumpstart Your Brand

Pro Filt’r Foundation made Fenty Beauty a 

need-to-know name before the brand was 

available in stores.
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Inspire Successful, Sustainable Product Lines 

Ever heard of the Naked Palette? Released in 2010, Urban Decay’s neutral 

eyeshadow palette was such a hit that it has since given rise to eight more 

Naked palettes, including the Naked Heat Palette. The Naked Palette also 

inspired non-eyeshadow lines, like the Naked Skin range of complexion 

products. Just as influencers more readily trust new products from their 

favorite brands, they are more likely to try out new offerings from a tried-and-

true product line. It worked for Naked: in every quarter between Q3 2017 and Q2 

2018, one or more Naked products ranked in Urban Decay’s top 10 EMV-driving 

offerings. Unsurprisingly, the relevance and quality of the Naked lines have been 

consistently upheld by high-engagement influencer content: powerhouse beauty 

YouTubers Zoe Sugg (Zoella on YouTube, 12.1M subscribers) and Tanya Burr (3.7M 

subscribers) both included the Naked Heat Palette, launched in summer 2017, in 

their respective “August 2017 Favorites” roundups.
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Product Launches: 
How Influencers and Followers 
Are Shaping New Products

The key to developing a great product isn’t revelatory: seek out the people 

who are going to use it, and incorporate their input. Great products—and great 

brands—are always open to feedback and room for improvement, but what’s 

even more crucial is gathering ideas and opinions from a diverse group of 

individuals before products launch. Product sends remain a valuable strategy for 

brands, as they provide the tools that allow influencers to create the content 

that helps inform their followers’ purchasing decisions. However, making an 

explicit effort to gather and implement influencer and follower input throughout 

the production process can prove even higher-leverage for brands. In this 

section, we highlight notable new products that were designed specifically with 

the requests of influencers and followers in mind, as well as the viral inclusivity 

movement bolstered by the launch of Fenty Beauty’s Pro Filt’r Foundation.

Great products and great brands are always 

open to feedback.
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notable product launches

Huda Beauty took the concept of feedback to heart with the launches of the 

Desert Dusk Eyeshadow Palette in September 2017 and the Remastered Rose 

Gold Palette in May 2018. Beauty guru and brand founder Huda Kattan shared 

that when she conceived the vibrant, highly pigmented Desert Dusk palette, 

it was “really important to me that we take all our feedback from our first 

[eyeshadow] palette, and create something that would showcase our growing 

experience and knowledge.” The brand then reformulated that “first palette,” 

the Rose Gold Palette, eight months later, adding “Remastered” to the product 

name. Again, Huda explained that the updated palette’s new, creamier formula 

was a direct response to influencer and user requests for “more buttery mattes” 

that could be applied with either fingers or a brush. The newly included mirror 

was also a feature that had been widely requested. Both the Desert Dusk and 

Remastered Rose Gold palettes landed among Huda Beauty’s top five products 

between H2 2017 and H1 2018, while the brand itself jumped from the No. 12 

EMV-driving Cosmetics brand in Q2 2017 to No. 4 in Q2 2018.

Huda Beauty Releases ‘Remastered’ Eyeshadow Palette

Marc Jacobs Beauty, which ranked within the top 30 Cosmetics brands between 

H2 2017 and H1 2018, launched its Shameless Youthful-Look 24-Hour Foundation 

with SPF 25 in January 2018. Shameless quickly became the brand’s top Q1 

product, and was its third-highest EMV-driving offering between H2 2017 and H1 

2018. The foundation incorporated “first-to-market” technology to prevent the 

product’s SPF from creating a “flashback” effect in photos, a common grievance 

expressed by users. Marc Jacobs Beauty also released Shameless in 29 shades, 

with an intentional focus on providing a more even ratio of dark to light shades. 

Marc Jacobs Beauty celebrated the launch by inviting influencers like Nikkie de 

Jager (NikkieTutorials on YouTube) and Olivia Giannulli (Olivia Jade) to a variety 

of New York Fashion Week events, where they wore the foundation and tagged 

their posts with #SoShameless. Meanwhile, beauty blogger Shayla Mitchell 

(@makeupshayla on Instagram) featured Shameless in an impressive 37 posts  

in H1 2018, while YouTuber Nyma Tang praised the foundation’s finish and 

confirmed its “no flashback” claims.

Marc Jacobs Beauty Creates No-Flashback Foundation

17
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A new inclusivity standard has been set for 

every brand in beauty.

Marc Jacobs Beauty’s Shameless Foundation is just one of many new products 

that have joined a wider movement of inclusion and brand accountability in 

beauty, especially for complexion products. When Fenty Beauty launched the 

Pro Filt’r Foundation in 40 inclusive shades in September 2017, the product’s 

unprecedented, game-changing resonance with influencers of all skin tones 

confirmed that a new standard had been set for every brand in the beauty 

industry. Several brands—some in response to influencer backlash, some of 

their own accord—released shade extensions of existing foundations. But just 

how wide-reaching was this revolution? To find out, we took a deeper dive into 

the foundations and shade extensions launched between H2 2017 and H1 2018 

by the top 30 EMV-driving Cosmetics brands.

The Fenty Beauty “Effect” Is Widespread

Of the 17 foundations and shade extensions that launched in the past year, 11 

came in 25 or more shades, and eight of these 11 foundations had ranges with at 

least one-third deep shades. Of the six foundations with fewer than 25 shades, 

three of them featured at least one-third deep shades. 

Five of these 17 launches consisted of shade additions to already established 

foundations; Tarte, for example, expanded its Amazonian Clay 12-Hour 

Foundation from 25 to 39 shades. The five extensions were all released in Q1 

or Q2 2018, suggesting that the increasing influencer and consumer demand 

for more diverse shade ranges played a role in these brands’ efforts to become 

more inclusive.

the foundation conversation
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fouNdAtioN curreNt ShAde rANGelAuNcheS + ShAde exteNSioNS

h2 2017–h1 2018

Foundations and Shade Extensions Launched by Top 30 Cosmetics Brands

... Q3 17 Q4 17 Q1 18 Q2 18

Foundation features at least 1/3 deep shades•

19

NARS Natural Radiant Longwear 33 Shades33

Too Faced Peach Perfect Comfort Matte 20 Shades20

YSL Beauty All Hours 33 Shades33

Laura Mercier Flawless Fusion Ultra-Longwear 30 Shades30

Tarte Shape Tape 18 Shades15 +3

Maybelline SuperStay Full Coverage 16 Shades16

Dior Dior Backstage Face & Body 40 Shades40

BH Cosmetics Naturally Flawless Liquid 18 Shades18

Huda Beauty #FauxFilter 30 Shades30 •

Fenty Beauty Pro Filt'r Soft Matte Longwear 40 Shades40 •

Too Faced Born This Way 35 Shades24

Q2 2015

+11 •

•

Marc Jacobs Beauty Shameless Youthful-Look 24-Hour 29 Shades29 •

ColourPop No Filter Natural Matte 44 Shades44 •

Benefit Hello Happy Soft Blur 12 Shades12 •

20

Q1 2014

Becca Ultimate Coverage 24-Hour 24 Shades+4 •

25

Q1 2011

Tarte Amazonian Clay 12-Hour 39 Shades+14 •

22

Q3 2011

Smashbox Studio Skin 15 Hour Wear Hydrating 40 Shades+18 •

•

$16,390,494

$16,311,863

$12,317,089

$8,670,309

$3,579,829

$2,654,299

$2,528,906

$2,503,087

$2,290,567

$2,030,718

$1,864,261

$1,126,529

$964,382

$630,703

$558,300

$527,365

$194,212

emv



More Shades Means More Opportunities for Conversation

With the exception of Too Faced’s Born This Way Foundation, the top five EMV-

drivers of the 17 launches were all foundations that offered at least 25 shades, 

with one-third or more deep shades, upon initial release. It’s easy to see why: 

the more immediately inclusive a product is, the more people who can use 

it, and the more people whom they can tell about it. In an earlier analysis we 

did on 20 high-engagement, in-depth review videos for Bobbi Brown’s recently 

launched Skin Long-Wear Weightless Foundation with SPF 15, every one of the 

20 influencers named having an inclusive shade range as a critical factor in 

recommending a foundation, regardless of whether their own skin tone was 

accounted for. 

Among the brands that added shades to foundations after their initial launch, 

Too Faced’s Q2 2018 shade extension of Born This Way stood out because the 

brand closely collaborated with powerhouse beauty YouTuber Jackie Aina (2.5M 

subscribers) to develop nine of the 11 new shades. In her video introducing the 

collaboration, Jackie talked through her process of creating each of the nine 

darker shades, including “Chai,” the match for her own skin tone, and “Ganache,” 

the deepest shade she made with fellow YouTuber Nyma Tang in mind. Flocks 

of influencers, many of whom had previously been unable to find their shade 

match for Born This Way, took to YouTube to review the new shades and 

congratulate Jackie on her thoughtful, inclusive collaboration. Unsurprisingly, 

the Born This Way Foundation became Too Faced’s top-earning product in 

Q2 2018 with $12.3M EMV, surpassing other favorites like the Better Than Sex 

Mascara and Chocolate Soleil Bronzer.

20

Nyma Tang uses Too Faced’s Born 

This Way Foundation in “Ganache,” 

the shade that influencer Jackie Aina 

created with her in mind.

Nyma Tang on YouTube
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Influencer Collaborations:
Why They’re as Important as Ever

Influencer product collaborations are the ultimate demonstration of brands 

incorporating feedback from their most loyal users. In the summer of 2015, 

Becca and Jaclyn Hill teamed up to create “Champagne Pop,” the shimmering, 

smash-hit highlighter shade that sold out in 20 minutes when it first launched. 

Since this blockbuster collaboration, beauty brands have increasingly partnered 

with influencers to create both original products and original product 

shades. If you thought we had already hit the peak of collaborations, think 

again: influencer-brand product collaborations are still highly sought after 

by followers, and are continuing to grow in number. The top 30 EMV-driving 

Cosmetics brands between H2 2017 and H1 2018 launched a total of eight 

original product collaborations in H1 2016. In H1 2018, that number more than 

doubled to 17.

Of course, not all influencer collaborations are created equal—some come 

and go within a matter of months, while others resonate so strongly with the 

community that they expand to include more products or collections by the 

same influencer. Brands like ColourPop have made influencer collaborations an 

integral part of their business model, featuring a permanent “Collaborations” 

section on their website. To better understand how collaborations have fared 

since “Champagne Pop” made waves, we analyzed the 10 top EMV-driving 

product partnerships from the top 30 Cosmetics brands.

Influencer-brand product collaborations are 

still highly sought after by followers.

Karen Gonzalez celebrates both 

her birthday and the Iluvsarahii x 

ColourPop collaboration at a party 

thrown by the brand.
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 totAl emv for Q3 2017–Q2 2018

Top 10 Collaborations by Top 30 Cosmetics Brands

emv for Q2 2018

Released Q2 2017 

Morphe x Jaclyn Hill

1 Collaboration

Released Q1 2018 

Anastasia Beverly Hills x Amrezy

1 Collaboration

Released Q4 2017, Q2 2018, Q2 2018

MAC x Patrick Starrr

3 Collaborations

Released Q3 2017 

Dose of Colors x Desi x Katy

1 Collaboration

Released Q2 2017, Q3 2017, Q4 2017 

ColourPop x Iluvsarahii

3 Collaborations

Released Q4 2017 

Maybelline x Gigi Hadid

1 Collaboration

Released Q3 2016

Anastasia Beverly Hills x Mario Dedivanovic

1 Collaboration

Released Q2 2018 

KKW Beauty x Mario Dedivanovic

1 Collaboration

Released Q2 2015, Q4 2015, Q4 2016 

Becca x Jaclyn Hill

3 Collaborations

Released Q1 2017 

Ofra x NikkieTutorials

1 Collaboration

$74,584,996  $13,729,256 (19%*)

$54,521,367 $24,126,606 (44%)

$33,871,736 $12,551,375 (37%)

$26,505,720 $1,798,051 (7%)

$24,841,571 $2,394,155 (10%)

$24,813,430 $1,890,393 (8%)

$22,075,171 $6,550,260 (30%)

$17,939,387 $14,462,341 (81%)

$17,520,885 $3,728,313 (21%)

$16,528,373 $1,536,535 (9%)
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Top Collabs Are as Successful as ‘Traditional’ Products

We pointed out earlier that ColourPop’s and Morphe’s No. 1 EMV-driving 

products between H2 2017 and H1 2018 were influencer product collaborations, 

and Too Faced’s No. 1 product, the Born This Way Foundation, also involved 

influencer collaboration on several new shades. The top 10 EMV-driving 

collaborations from the top 30 Cosmetics brands call even more attention to 

the strength of influencer-created products. Of these 10 partnerships, eight of 

them ranked among their brand’s top five EMV-driving products between H2 

2017 and H1 2018. Furthermore, five of these 10 collaborations launched over 

a year ago (before July 2017), underscoring the popularity and sustainability of 

product collaborations.

As of June 2018, three of the top 10 influencer-brand partnerships had produced 

multiple, successive collaborative collections, indicating that each of these 

brands had identified their close partnership with an influencer co-creator 

as an opportunity for continued success. The influencer reviews back up 

the sustained popularity of these products: of the top 10 EMV-driving videos 

posted between H2 2017 and H1 2018 that mentioned Iluvsarahii x ColourPop 

(ColourPop’s partnership with beauty guru Karen Gonzalez, or @iluvsarahii 

on Instagram), three were “favorites” product roundups that featured Karen’s 

lipsticks or eyeshadows. YouTuber Desi Perkins, who included the “Arriba!” Ultra 

Matte Lip in her “Current Favorites” video, went on to use Karen’s Ultra Glossy 

Lip in “Atole” in a “Get Ready With Me” tutorial, which also landed in the top 10 

Iluvsarahii x ColourPop videos. 

Of the top 10 collaborations, eight of them 

ranked among their brand’s top five EMV-

driving products between H2 2017 and H1 2018. 
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what makes a hit partnership?

Ideally, the influencer will consistently promote their collaboration on their 

personal social channels, but it’s equally critical for the brand to continue 

promoting the partnership as well. ColourPop and MAC are two brands that have 

regularly shown support for their influencer partners. Karen’s first Iluvsarahii 

x ColourPop collection launched in May 2017, but three months later, the 

brand honored her birthday by launching “Arriba!,” an additional collaborative 

Ultra Matte Lip liquid lipstick shade for Karen’s collection. ColourPop also 

threw a lavish influencer party—which the blogger described as “unreal”—to 

celebrate both her birthday and their partnership. Karen ranked as the second-

highest EMV-generating ambassador for ColourPop in Q3 2017, with fellow 

ColourPop collaborator Kathleen Fuentes (KathleenLights on YouTube) coming 

in first. MAC also pulled out all the stops when it collaborated with influencer 

Patrick Simondac, who started his beauty career as a makeup artist at a MAC 

counter: the brand fêted their MAC x Patrick Starrr holiday-themed collection 

with multiple events, including an LA party and a New York master class. The 

December 2017 partnership launch was a hit with the influencer community, 

with mentions of #MACPatrickStarrr driving an impressive $7.6M EMV from 250 

unique ambassadors in Q4 2017.

Celebrate Your Influencer

Choosing a loyal influencer and involving them at all stages of the product 

development process are both integral to an authentic, successful partnership. 

What brands do after the product’s release, however, is just as vital to the 

collaboration’s performance. We looked to the top 10 collaborations for insight 

into how brands can ensure a rewarding, sustainable partnership.

Keep working with influencers, new and old. Collaborations, like traditional 

products, have the potential to expand into full-fledged product lines. In 

December 2017, just months after ColourPop released the “Arriba!” lipstick 

shade, its second project with Karen for Iluvsarahii x ColourPop, the pair teamed 

up a third time to create a holiday-themed lip product trio. Similarly, MAC’s 

12-piece holiday collection with Patrick was just the first iteration of a five-

part collaboration: the brand and influencer released the spring-inspired Floral 

Realness collection in April 2018, and a summer-themed collaboration called 

Diva Feva in June. In Q2 2018, Karen and Patrick remained top ambassadors for 

their respective brands: Karen was ColourPop’s No. 3 influencer with $1.7M EMV, 

while Patrick was MAC’s No. 1 influencer with $4.0M. 

Don’t Stop Collaborating
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Listen to Your Community

Although we focused only on products by the top EMV-driving Cosmetics 

brands in this report, the same takeaways and best practices apply to brands of 

all verticals and sizes. For any beauty brand to succeed and grow in the space, 

being inclusive, incorporating user input and feedback, and collaborating with 

influencers on products are all critical components to continually invest in. The 

most successful products represent a diverse set of experiences—that’s what 

makes them easy to love, and ideal to share. 
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top products

Make quality products that influencers want to use and post about every day, 

regardless of what kind of products they may be.

“Everyday” Products Means More Online Conversation

Having one or more “holy grail” offerings doesn’t mean influencers will talk 

about your other products less; it could mean that influencers become more 

open to trying and posting about all of your products.

Leverage the Power of Hero Products

product launches

If more people can use your product, more people will buy and recommend 

your product.

Make Inclusive Products

The influencer community collectively represents hundreds of millions of 

followers, all of whom have the potential to buy your product—but only if it 

meets their needs and standards.

Listen to Influencers When Developing New Products 

Introducing new, inclusive shades to an existing product shows influencers that 

your brand is committed to making quality products for all consumers.

Always Evolve

influencer collaborations

Partner with a loyal influencer to create an original product or product shade. 

Consider making collaborations a consistent part of your product development 

plan and brand identity.

Collaborations Are Still Flourishing

The longer your brand is invested in your partnership with an influencer, the 

longer that influencer and their fans will be, too. Parties, product sends to 

fellow influencers, and reposting content can all help sustain enthusiasm for 

a collaboration, paving the way for subsequent collaborative products with an 

influencer partner.

Keep Celebrating Your Influencer

Takeaways and To-Do's
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glossary of terms

influencer tiers

Powerhouse Influencer

Ambassador with over 1M followers on their primary channel.

Established Influencer

Ambassador with 300k to 1M followers on their primary channel.

Mid-Tier Influencer

Ambassador with 100k to 300k followers on their primary channel.

Micro-Influencer

Ambassador with fewer than 100k followers on their primary channel.

community metrics

Community Size

The total number of ambassadors who created content about a brand within a 

given time period.

Posting Frequency

The average number of posts created per ambassador for a brand within a given 

time period.

Ambassador Potency

The average amount of EMV driven per ambassador for a brand within a given 

time period.

other

Posting Consistency

The percentage of influencers in a brand’s ambassador community who 

also mentioned the brand during the previous quarter (denoted by “one-

quarter posting consistency”), previous two quarters (“two-quarter posting 

consistency”), or previous three quarters (“three-quarter posting consistency”).

Sponsored EMV

A post is labeled “sponsored” if it contains hashtags or language denoting a 

sponsorship, such as “#ad” or “#spon.”
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